Knoll Files and Storage

Anchor Storage

Individual storage, simplified.
In the evolving workplace, personal storage is at a premium. Whether you’re a resident or mobile
worker, or somewhere in between, Anchor offers sensible storage solutions for your individual needs—
both personal and professional.
The Anchor storage portfolio, a variety of credenzas, doublewide pedestals and lockers, provides a
grounding element for the increasingly dynamic work environments of today. Scalable for small to large
footprints, offered in a variety of open, closed and blended configuration, Anchor supports a balance
of accessible and secure storage solutions.

Top: Showcasing the layered storage feature of a doublewide pedestal with upper box drawer and shelf with a file front; Folkstone Grey
laminate. Bottom: Dividends Horizon® workstation with 72"-wide Anchor credenza; Folkstone Grey laminate.

Simple, Effective and Functional
Bank of lockers provide individual storage
for personal belongs. Open lockers with
shelves create space for shared resources and
artifacts, as well as convenient cubbies to
stow individuals’ belongings when visiting
the workplace.
57”-high lockers in Folkstone Grey laminate;
Dividends Horizon table and Moment chairs.

Team-based Storage
Back-to-back freestanding credenzas and
lockers complete this Antenna big table
work area. Credenzas—which can be moved
and reconfigured—define space and offer
additional work area while simultaneously
providing the storage space needed for
each worker.A bank of lockers provides the
additional space to store a coat, gym bag
and personal belongings.
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Personal, practical and
always modern
With a neutral aesthetic, clean design details, and key dimensional
alignment, Anchor effortlessly integrates with Dividends Horizon and
Antenna® Workspaces. Crafted for various work types, focused, shared
and team, Anchor offers a cost-conscious solution to address any
individual’s storage needs.

Top: Doublewide pedestals extend worksurface area, delineate space and provide both open and
secure storage for small and large items. Antenna big table with Anchor open/box/file doublewide
pedestal in Folkstone Grey laminate.
Bottom: Anchor storage grounds this shared Dividends Horizon workspace with lockers and
credenzas for both personal belongs and professional resources. Anchor storage in Natural Maple
laminate and Anodized Aluminum pulls.
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Laminate finishes

118
Bright White

114
Folkstone
Grey

128
Fog

115
Medium Grey

121
Micro Grey

123
Brushed Grey

117
Soft Grey

119
Pumice

111
Jet Black

129
Micro Sand

122
Brushed
Sand

125
Natural
Maple

126
Natural
Cherry

124
Medium
Cherry

127
Walnut

117
Soft Grey

613
Silver

AA
Anodized
Aluminum

A focused portfolio
The Anchor storage portfolio, a focused scope of credenzas, doublewide pedestals and lockers,
is offered in a variety of configurations including all open, all closed with drawers and doors, or
a blended solution of open and drawer configurations. These preconfigured storage units ship
preassembled, with the exception of tops on doublewide pedestal and lockers offering additional
planning capabilities.

Pull finishes

118
Bright White

114
Folkstone
Grey

Lock finishes

B
Black
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C
Chrome

Doublewide Pedestals

Lockers

Width: 30", 36", 42" Depth: 20" Height: 28.5"

Width: 12", Depth: 20" or 24"
Height: 42", 50", 57", 64", 71"

All Open

Open/File

Open/Box/File

File/File

Box (file front)/File

Credenzas
Width: 48" 60", 72", 84" Depth: 20" Height: 22"
All Open

All Open
Single Door

All Open
Single Door

All Open
Single Door

All Open
Single or Double Door

Open, File

Open, Box/File

All Open
Single, Double or Triple Door
Doublewide pedestals and lockers available Q3, 2013
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Anchor Storage
™

A focused storage portfolio thoughtfully designed to support the way individual’s work today. Preassembled units offered in a
mix of open and closed storage, with and without drawers and doors – ensuring the right balance of access and security for your specific individual
storage needs, both personally and professionally.

knoll.com/anchor
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